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MotorScrubber
ACCESSORIES
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PADS All our pads are custom made for MotorScrubber using high grade 
materials giving an exceptional finish on every task.

MELAMINE
Using just water this amazing new 
material sucks dirt out of any smooth 
washable surface.  Ideal for porous 
stone floors and washable painted 
surfaces.
CODE: MS1070

MAROON STRIP
This super abrasive material is able 
to strip polish using just water.  Ideal 
for restoring many floor types such 
as vinyl, altro and more.
IMPORTANT: Always try a test patch first.  This 
pad will make the floor go dull, use Twister™ 
Diamond afterwards to build a shine.

CODE: MS1069

CRYSTALISER

Stainless steel pad for crystalising 
marble.  This simple 2 step process 
lets you achieve a mirror shine;  Apply 
MotorScrubber crystalising chemical to 
surface and use the crystaliser pad until 
dry.  Use a new pad to lock in the shine 
and achieve an exceptionally hard wearing 
mirror finish.
CODE: MS1071

BEFORE AFTER

Checkout our Website for Before & After Photos + Useful Training Videos: www.motorscrubberclean.com
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PAD HOLDER
Velcro drive plate for attaching all our pads.

CODE: MS1046

WAX APPLICATOR
For vehicle waxing.

CODE: MS1040

SPONGE DISC
For delicate surfaces like vehicle cleaning.

CODE: MS1030HD

MICROFIBRE
For polishing glass, mirrors and stainless 

steel and carpet spot cleaning.
CODE: MS1053

WHITE DRY BUFFING
Dry buffs floors and stairs.

CODE: MS1066

BLUE CLEANING
For general floor and stair cleaning.

CODE: MS1068

RED SPRAY CLEANING
Polishes floors and stairs.

CODE: MS1064

GREEN SCRUBBING
For floor scrub cleaning.

CODE: MS1062

BLACK STRIPPING
For stripping floor polish with a 

chemical stripper.
CODE: MS1060

STEP 1 WHITE SCRUB + RESTORE
White Twister™ will remove stains and scratches

from marble giving you a fresh new layer.
CODE: MS211763

STEP 2 YELLOW SHINE BUILDING
Yellow Twister™ will start to build a shine.

CODE: MS211760

STEP 3 GREEN HIGH SHINE + MAINTAIN
Once the above 2 steps have been completed, 

simply add shine and maintain with Green Twister™. 
CODE: MS211759

STEP 4 CRYSTALISER MIRROR SHINE
Use Crystaliser for the highest shine possible.

CODE: MS1071

For Pricing Contact Your Local MotorScrubber Stockist.Checkout our Website for Before & After Photos + Useful Training Videos: www.motorscrubberclean.com
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MotorScrubber 
Stair Riser
CODE: MS1048 

Ever have trouble cleaning stairs?  We have a solution 
for that with the brilliantly versatile stair riser brush.

The pad cleans the step while the bristles clean the uprise.  
Interchangeable pads allow you to create different results depending 
on your floor type.  Perfect for corridor cleaning, skirting / base 
boards and stairs.

MEDIUM DUTY

Our most popular and versatile 
brush, gives a brilliant clean 
on all smooth and textured 
floors and tiles. This brush 
is included as part of the 
MS2000 starter kit.
CODE: MS1041

AGGRESSIVE DUTY

Ideal for dirty concrete and exterior 
surfaces.

CODE: MS1039P

TILE & GROUT

Abrasive filaments for deep 
cleaning tiles.

CODE: MS1039TG

DELICATE

Ideal for scrubbing carpets, 
floors, stairs and painted wooden 
surfaces.

CODE: MS1038

AGGRESSIVE DUTY WITH ANTI-SPLASH

All the features of MS1038 with a black 
ring to keep solution inside the brush.

CODE: MS1039SG

FLAGGED TIPPED

Very delicate, ideal for dusting air vents or 
for vehicle cleaning.

CODE: MS1044

BRUSHES Designed for exceptional cleaning results, each brushes filaments 
are cut at different lengths to lift dirt giving a deep down clean.

For Pricing Contact Your Local MotorScrubber Stockist.Checkout our Website for Before & After Photos + Useful Training Videos: www.motorscrubberclean.com
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MotorScrubber 
Harness Complete
CODE: MS3114C 

The MotorScrubber harness complete gives 
you total portability allowing you the freedom to 
clean anywhere.

The padded straps provide comfort for all day use, now 
with added sternum strap for extra support.  The harness 
comes with battery in pouch, a handy place to store your 
charger and carry handle.  Charge two harnesses overnight 
for a solid 8 hours cleaning with MotorScrubber.

ACCESSORIES We provide a large selection of MotorScrubber 
accessories to assist you with every type of job.

Splash-Guard Kit
The splash-guard system lets you 
keep water, cleaning solution and 
soap spray right where you want it.

CODE: MS3080

ACCESSORY BAG

The perfect place to store all 
your pads and brushes

CODE: MS3060

CARRY BAG

Transport the MotorScrubber 
with ease in this carry case, with 
carry handle and shoulder strap.

CODE: MS3060

CONTROL HANDLE

Made from solid aluminium this sturdy 
handle will allow you extra control 
when operating the MotorScrubber.

CODE: MS3004N

Splash-Guard Bracket 2” Deflector 6” Deflector
200° “Work Zone” and 

160° of Splash Protection.

MotorScrubber 
Handles
We have three size handles to tackle any job; A 
solid handle at 38cm ideal for close range tasks 
like mirror and surface cleaning.  An extendible 
medium handle, from 70 - 140cm, for floor and 
wall cleaning and the extendible long handle, 
120cm - 240cm, for out of reach places.

SHORT HANDLE 38CM: MS3OO3-15 
MEDIUM HANDLE 70-140CM: MS3003-30
LONG HANDLE 120-240CM: MS3003-45

For Pricing Contact Your Local MotorScrubber Stockist.Checkout our Website for Before & After Photos + Useful Training Videos: www.motorscrubberclean.com
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WIRING LOOM

On/Off switch wiring loom, 
available for the 125cm handle 
and the 75cm handle.

125CM - CODE: MS3020P
75CM - CODE: MS3021P

CIRCUIT BREAKER

Circuit breaker.

CODE: MSS026

CHARGER

3 Pin UK Charger
CODE: MS1580-UK

2 Pin Euro Charger
CODE: MS1280-EU

2 Pin US Charger
CODE: MS1280-US

HARDWARE PACKET

Hardware packet contains all 
the screws.

CODE: MS4005

30 AMP FUSES

30 amp glass fuses.

CODE: MSS038

COILED BATTERY CABLE

110cm Coiled battery cable

CODE: MS3009

SPARES We provide a large selection of MotorScrubber spares, for prices please 
contact your local stockist or visit motorscrubberclean.com.

EXTENSION CABLE

25ft Extension cable

CODE: MS1025

CIGARETTE LIGHTER 
ADAPTER

12v DC cigarette lighter 
adapter

CODE: MS1022

BATTERY POST ADAPTER

12v DC battery post adapter

CODE: MS1020

MotorScrubber Jet 
Super Concentrates
Our specially formulated range of super 
concentrate, colour coded JET chemicals have 
been designed to give outstanding results.

With ease of use in mind each cartridge provides the perfect 
dilution in 1 Litre of water.  Store neatly on the Jet harness to 
take wherever you need to clean.  Get 6 FREE samples with 
every purchase of a MotorScrubber Jet machine.

SUPER
CONCENTRATE 
CHEMICALS

STEP 1 
Slip a cartridge into 

the filled bottle

STEP 2 
Screw the cap 

into place

STEP 3 
Ready to use with 
the perfect dilution

DEGREASER

Perfect for greasy kitchens, 
walls and floors.

CODE: JETF1

TILE & GROUT

Ideal for tiled washroom 
floors and walls.

CODE: JETF2

HARD SURFACE

For all washable smooth 
floors and surfaces 
including glass, mirrors and 
stainless steel.

CODE: JETF3

ACHIEVE THE PERFECT DILUTION

For Pricing Contact Your Local MotorScrubber Stockist.Checkout our Website for Before & After Photos + Useful Training Videos: www.motorscrubberclean.com
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FOR YOUR REGIONAL SUPPLIER VISIT:

www.motorscrubberclean.com


